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Abstract
It is now clear, contrary to previous conclusions, that motion may be conveyed by purely chromatic stimuli. The question
considered here is how the mechanisms for assessing motion of luminance and chromatic stimuli differ. The dependence on
contrast of amplitude thresholds for the perception of oscillatory motion was measured. The targets were Gabor patches
modulated either chromatically along the L–M isoluminant axis or in luminance. When single targets were presented, the slope
of the function relating log threshold amplitude to log contrast was approximately 0.50 for chromatic targets and 0.00 for
luminance targets. When a reference target was present the slopes were approximately 0.50 for both types of target. The results
imply that perception of motion of chromatic targets is based on the assessment of changes in relative position of target elements
while motion of luminance targets may be signalled either by relative motion of target elements or by local motion of an image
relative to the retina. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Early work on the perception of motion of colored
targets led to the belief that there was no physiological
mechanism for processing motion of purely chromatic
targets (Ramachandran & Gregory, 1978; Livingstone
& Hubel, 1984, 1987). More recent experiments have
revealed that purely chromatic targets may be perceived
as moving but that the mechanisms that process chro-
matic and luminance targets have distinctive properties
(Cavanagh, Tyler & Favreau, 1984; Cavanagh &
Anstis, 1991). Isoluminant stimuli appear to move
slower than luminance stimuli (Cavanagh, et al., 1984;
Cavanagh & Favreau, 1985; Mullen & Boulton, 1985).
Particularly germane to the present work is the finding
that the perceived speed of slowly moving chromatic
stimuli is more strongly dependent on target contrast
than is that for luminance stimuli (Hawken, Gegenfurt-
ner & Tang, 1994). The issue now is, not whether
mechanisms exist for the detection of motion of chro-
matic targets, but how do they differ from those which
detect motion of luminance targets. Many modern the-
ories and experiments involving motion perception are
implicitly or explicitly concerned with the consequences
of movement of the stimulus over the sensory surface.
For example, Reichardt (1961) postulated motion de-
tectors responsive to local image motion relative to the
retina. A second, older, view was that championed by
Gestalt psychologists (Koffka, 1935). They concen-
trated on situations in which the perception of motion
was dependent on the interaction between components
of the stimulus array. They emphasized phenomena
such as induced motion (Duncker, 1929) and the influ-
ence of frames of reference on perception of motion
(Brown, 1931a,b).
The latter point of view suggests that assessment of
the change in relative position of target elements is
crucial to the detection of motion. Vernier judgements
entail the assessment of relative position of static stim-
uli. Krauskopf and Farell (1991) measured offset
thresholds for Gabor patches as a function of spatial
frequency, contrast and chromatic composition. They
found that thresholds varied inversely with the square
root of contrast. Thresholds for stimuli defined by
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luminance variation and isoluminant chromatic varia-
tion were equal when spatial frequency and contrast
relative to detection threshold were held constant. We
used a dynamic version of these stimuli as exemplars of
motion defined by changes in form over time.
We have measured, as a function of contrast,
threshold amplitudes for detecting the motion of iso-
lated oscillating Gabor patches defined by luminance or
by chromatic modulation. In addition we measured
threshold amplitudes for Gabor patches moving relative
to static Gabor patches.
2. Methods
The stimuli were presented on a Barco 7351B color
television monitor driven by a frame buffer controller.
The mean luminance of the display was 35 cd m2. The
mean chromaticity was that of equal-energy white, i.e.
x0.33, y0.33 in CIE coordinates. The display was
operated at 113 frames per second, interlaced. The
resolution of the display was 1% per pixel at the viewing
distance of 1.75 m.
The frame buffer device was an ATVista board
modified to provide 14 bits specification of the intensity
of each of the three television primaries. This was
accomplished by incorporating a double set of color
look-up tables and digital-to-analog converters into the
ATVista board circuitry. To achieve 14 bit control the
voltage outputs of the converters controlled by the low
order bits were scaled by a factor of 64 relative to that
of those controlled by the high order converters and the
two outputs were added together.
Extensive measurements of the input–output rela-
tions were made using the calibrated photocell incorpo-
rated with the monitor. These measurements were used
to generate gamma correction tables stored in the frame
buffer device. These measurements together with the
CIE specifications of the phosphors provided by the
manufacturer, and confirmed by us, were used to calcu-
late the color space specification of stimuli. We used
generic as opposed to individualized color spaces.
The stimuli are represented in the color space used in
previous work (Krauskopf, Williams & Heeley, 1982;
Derrington, Krauskopf & Lennie, 1984). This is a three
dimensional extension of the constant luminance chro-
maticity diagram developed by MacLeod and Boynton
(1979) which, in turn, uses the Smith and Pokorny
(1975) equations to convert CIE chromaticities to cone
excitations. The stimuli used in these experiments were
all modulations about the equal-energy white point.
Two classes of stimuli were used: luminance modula-
tions in which the excitations of all three classes of cone
receptors were modulated in proportion to their values
at the white point and red–green chromatic modula-
tions in which the excitations of the long- and middle-
wavelength sensitive cones were covaried to keep
luminance constant.
In one set of experiments, the stimuli were square
vertical Gabor patches 4° on a side presented for 1 s on
an 8° equal-energy white background square. The sine
component was one cycle per degree which was multi-
plied by a Gaussian with a sigma of 40 min. The phase
of the sine component oscillated sinusoidally at 1 Hz.
The position of the target was controlled in steps of 2%%
by sub-sampling the waveform from a large table of
values.
In another set of experiments, the 4° patch was
bisected horizontally. In most of these experiments the
upper half remained fixed and the bottom half oscil-
lated. We refer to the experiments using the former
stimuli as Gabor motion and the second as Vernier
motion.
The thresholds reported here were measured with a
yes–no constant stimulus procedure. In a preliminary
phase a yes–no bisection procedure was used to
provide a rough estimate of the threshold. This was
used to determine the approximate threshold amplitude
of motion which was used as the central value of a
series of five amplitudes separated by 0.15 log units.
Stimuli at each level were randomly presented 25 times
in an experimental session. The relative frequencies of
positive reports were converted to z-scores. Linear least
square fits were computed for the z-scores versus the
log stimulus amplitudes. Thresholds are expressed as
the logarithm of the amplitude in seconds of arc re-
quired for 50% positive reports. The significant aspects
of the results were confirmed in experiments using a
two-interval-forced-choice (2-AFC) staircase procedure.
3. Results
Threshold amplitudes for detecting motion of single
Gabor patches as a function of contrast using the
yes-no procedure are presented on a log–log coordi-
nates in Fig. 1. Contrasts are expressed in terms of the
average modulation of the long-, middle- and short-
wavelength sensitive cones. In the luminance direction
the maximum contrast of each of the three cone classes
is 1.0. In the isoluminant L–M direction the maximum
contrast of the S-cone is 0.0, that of the L-cones is
approximately 0.08, that of the M-cones is approxi-
mately 0.16 if one assumes that the L and M cones
contribute in a 2:1 ratio to the luminance of equal-en-
ergy white. Contrast thresholds for detecting the pres-
ence of the isoluminant targets used in this experiment
were approximately four times those for the luminance
targets when expressed in instrumental units or approx-
imately 0.5 times when expressed in term of average
cone modulation.
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The lines through the points were calculated by the
method of least-squares. The slope of the line through
the movement thresholds for isoluminant stimuli is
0.52 while that through the movement thresholds for
luminance stimuli is 0.01. A similar pattern of results
was obtained from three observers using 2AFC
procedures.
The difference in the form of the relation between
contrast and amplitude thresholds provides a strong
indication that different mechanisms are used for detec-
tion of motion for chromatic and luminance defined
stimuli. The form of the results with chromatic stimuli
is similar to that obtained with vernier acuity by
Krauskopf and Farell (1991). In both cases the
threshold amplitude is approximately proportional to
the square root of the stimulus contrast. This suggests
that, while perception of motion might be determined,
in the luminance case, by a local mechanism of the sort
postulated by Reichardt (1961), perception of motion
of chromatic target involves detection of a change in
position of the target with respect to a reference frame.
Therefore, we wanted to explore the effect on contrast
when there was an explicit reference against which to
judge the targets motion.
Threshold amplitudes for vernier motion are plotted
in Fig. 2. In this case thresholds are strongly dependent
on contrast for both luminance and chromatic stimuli.
The slopes of the least squares lines fitted to these two
sets of data are both 0.47. Again similar results were
obtained with three observers using the 2AFC proce-
dure. To facilitate comparison with the previous plot
the lines fit by least-squares to the data in Fig. 1 are
included in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. Log threshold amplitudes as a function of log contrast for
detection of Gabor patch oscillating relative to stationary Gabor
patch-squares. Yes–no constant method. 
, chromatic L–M targets;
, luminance targets. Lines fit by linear least-squares. Slopes, both
0.47. , , motion shared between top and bottom Gabors.
Least-square lines from Fig. 1 added for comparison.
The thresholds for the chromatic targets are of the
same form but are improved over the whole range of
contrasts by about 0.2 log unit. The more interesting
change is that the threshold amplitudes for luminance
stimuli now also show the same form of dependence on
contrast as the chromatic stimuli.
The lines fitted to the points in Fig. 2 are separated
laterally by about 0.35 log units. This is different than
the pattern of results in the case of simple vernier
thresholds (Krauskopf & Farell, 1991). In that case
offset thresholds superimposed precisely when plotted
against contrast relative to detection thresholds. Some
factor which we haven’t identified is responsible for the
differences in the outcomes of the two classes of exper-
iment giving luminance targets an advantage in the case
of moving stimuli.
The threshold amplitude for detection of relative
motion of luminance modulated targets is, in fact, 0.2
log units greater than for the detection of motion of a
single Gabor patch. This may be because the task is to
detect relative motion. It may also be because the part
of the target in motion is half the size of that case of the
single Gabor targets.
The conclusion, that the detection of motion in the
case depicted in Fig. 2, depends on the changes in form
rather than movement relative to the retina is rein-
forced by the additional points plotted as triangles in
Fig. 2. These data came from experiments in which the
motion was shared between the top and bottom halves
of the target. That is, the upper half moved to the right
when the lower half moved to the left and vice versa;
Fig. 1. Log threshold amplitudes as a function of log contrast for the
detection of Gabor patches oscillating at 1 Hz. , isoluminant L–M
targets, slope 0.52; , luminance targets, slope 0.01. Points
are 50% thresholds for five level yes–no method of constant stimuli.
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the threshold is the total relative movement. Thus the
movement relative to the retina is half of what is the
comparable square points yet the thresholds are the
same as when there is twice as much motion of one
component Gabor relative to the retina.
The use of oscillating targets is not typical in the
motion literature; the more common target is one which
drifts in one direction or the other across the field. To
determine whether the form of the results we obtained
were general we repeated out measurements with drift-
ing Gabor patches. The form of the results was consis-
tent with that obtained with oscillating targets.
4. Discussion
The present results provide substantial support for
the notion that different mechanisms mediate the per-
ception of motion for luminance and chromatic targets.
This is true at least in the case in which the information
is provided by movement of the targets relative to the
retina. In this case threshold amplitudes for detection of
motion of chromatic targets are inversely proportional
to the square root of the contrast while the threshold
amplitudes for luminance targets are independent of
contrast.
There is little or no dependence of the threshold
amplitude on contrast for detection of motion of single
luminance modulated targets, a result which has been
reported in a different context (McKee, Silverman &
Nakayama, 1986). The effect is robust, being found for
both oscillatory and drifting motion.
The slopes of the lines fit to the log amplitude versus
log contrast results are all very close to 0.5 for all
experiments in which chromatic targets were used and
for luminance modulated targets in the Vernier Motion
experiments. Krauskopf and Farell (1991) argued that
vernier thresholds were limited by the statistical varia-
tion in the distribution of the photons on the retina.
According to the law of large numbers, the standard
error of the mean position of the photons varies in-
versely with the square root of the number of photons
in the stimulus. Therefore, the slope of the function
relating log offset threshold and log contrast should be
0.5 as it was found to be in their experiments and as
we find here.
The frequently expressed concern about luminance
artifacts introduced in nominally isoluminant stimuli is
not relevant here. Chromatic aberration has little effect
with the one cycle per degree stimuli used here. If the
stimuli designed to be isoluminant were, in fact, pro-
cessed by a luminance mechanism we would not expect
the radical difference in the dependence threshold am-
plitude on contrast that has been found.
An anonymous referee made an interesting argument
that, since we did not adjust our stimuli for the known
individual variations in isoluminant plane, luminance
artifacts might have led to the dependence on contrast
of chromatic movement thresholds. At low contrast
levels of the nominally isoluminant grating, the lumi-
nance component will be so small as to be below
threshold so ‘performance is based only on responses of
chromatic mechanisms whereas at higher chromatic
contrasts, performance can be based on a combination
of chromatic and luminance mechanisms. In this case,
the chromatic mechanisms might be contrast invariant
and yet the performance for chromatic tests can be
contrast dependent. Specifically, if the luminance mech-
anisms are more sensitive, we can expect the threshold
for the chromatic stimulus to start at a high value and
then drop towards the lower luminance value as chro-
matic contrast increases. This is exactly what the au-
thors report’.
There are several reasons to doubt the validity of this
argument. The theory suggests that the final amplitude
threshold is some sort of average of two fixed ampli-
tude thresholds. This would seem to lead to the expec-
tation that at low chromatic contrasts the threshold
would be fixed at that of the chromatic mechanism and
a high contrasts at that of the luminance mechanism.
Thus the thresholds should describe a step, or two
levels connected by a sloping portion. But the data of
the observer whose results are presented and those of
other observers are fitted well by straight lines with
slopes very close to 0.5 on log–log plots for both
chromatic conditions and for the relative motion case
with luminance targets.
It is interesting to note the parallel between the
dependence on contrast of amplitude reported here and
of perceived speed (Hawken et al., 1994). Perceived
speed and amplitude thresholds are independent of
contrast for luminance target but both are strongly
influenced by contrast for chromatic targets. Speed is
the change of position with respect to time. The present
results suggest that we get a more profound impression
of change of position with increased contrast with
chromatic targets. Perhaps this impression conditions
the speed judgments. Again the referee’s suggestion
would lead to the expectation of a step wise dependence
on contrast in the chromatic case which is not found in
the data.
If the slope of 0.5 implies that the judgment
depends on a mechanism which interprets the changes
in the relative position of the target, how is that slope
developed in the case of a single chromatically modu-
lated target? We entertained the idea that the position
was estimated in relation to the display device and
other things visible in peripheral vision. Therefore, we
attempted to produce ganzfeld conditions informally by
having the observer get as close as possible to the TV
screen. The observer viewed the display from about 9
in. using one eye. From this viewpoint there were no
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objects in near peripheral vision. The data were some-
what ragged reflecting the difficulty of the viewing
conditions. The slope for the targets modulated in
luminance is slightly positive, 0.07, and that for the
targets modulated chromatically the slope is only 
0.21. The conditions were far from ideal so the results
should not be taken as definitive but they suggest that,
in the absence of reference objects, the slope might fall
to zero for the chromatic case. While speculating we
might also conjecture that observers might find it im-
possible to see motion for exactly isoluminant targets
under complete ganzfeld conditions.
It is tempting to speculate on the neural basis of the
results. Magnocellular units are maximally responsive
to stimuli modulated near the luminance pole of color
space and, more relevant here, they are very insensitive
to chromatically modulated stimuli (Derrington et al.,
1984). The same is true of cells in MT (Gegenfurtner,
Kiper, Beusmans, Carandini, Zaidi & Movshon, 1994).
This would seem to imply that the parvocellular units
are responsible for the processing of single chromati-
cally modulated targets.
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